DRURY ESPRESSO COFFEES
We roasted our first blend of espresso coffee in 1952, the first to do so in the UK, to cater for the new wave of
Italian espresso bars that were opening in Soho. We still offer that same blend ~ Espresso Reale ~ and have
complimented the listing with an unrivalled range to satisfy every taste and occasion.

STANDARD ESPRESSO ROAST
GRAN RISERVA
A pure Arabica espresso. Smooth, satisfying and well-rounded. Its delicate flavours are enhanced by wonderfully subtle
aromas.

CAFFÈ SIENA
Mellow and rounded, with a slight bite and an incredibly aromatic edge, this coffee is full-on from the first sip to the last.

ESPRESSO RISERVA
Pure Arabica espresso blend. A fine, rounded character enhanced by a smooth and sweet finish.
Particularly good for espresso and ristretto.

MONTECARLO
A very good all round espresso blend. Strong flavours and a full body dominate, but it is softened by a smooth finish.

CAFFÈ TOSCANO
Very smooth and mild for an espresso roast. A softer blend with some very fine and subtle flavours.

ESPRESSO REALE
Our first, and still most popular, espresso blend. Perfectly balanced for espresso, cappuccino and lattè, this coffee
is smooth and rich with a long, intense finish. Also available in a darker roast ~ Espresso Reale Continental.

ESPRESSO CLASSICO
Very well suited to lattè and cappuccino, where its punch cuts through the milky creaminess, this richly flavoured
blend also lends itself to espresso and americano.

CAFFÈ CUIDADO
Blended from 100% Rainforest Alliance Certified ™Arabicas, this superb espresso is balanced, bright tasting and
well rounded with spicy and aromatic undertones throughout.

DECAFFEINATED ESPRESSO
Richly roasted, this pure Arabica blend makes up for a lack of caffeine with plenty of flavour. Subtly aromatic.

MEDIUM ESPRESSO ROAST
CAFFÈ CUIDADO LIGHT
The same blending as our Caffè Cuidado, but roasted a touch lighter. It has the same fine flavours as the Cuidado,
but with more aromatics and slightly higher levels of acidity.

DARK ESPRESSO ROAST
REALE CONTINENTAL
The same fine blending as our Espresso Reale, but with darker roasting to draw out the stronger, bitter-sweet
characteristics of the blend.

CAFFÈ ROMA
Our strongest espresso. A heavy liquoring, high-caffeine blend that produces a long lasting crema and a punchy,
nutty flavour. Not for the faint-hearted.

MOKA D’OR
This dark roast pure Arabica blend is perhaps our most versatile coffee. It excels in espresso where its rich, deep liquorice
flavours shine.

ESPRESSO LATINA
A strong, heavy liquoring blend with a thick, creamy aftertaste. A coffee that doesn’t pull its punches.

